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Assessing Copyright Risk Tolerance for Large Scale Digitization ProjectsABC Copyright Conference 20161-1:50pm, May 27, 2016Abstract:Digitizing and sharing materials online makes our cultural heritage more accessible, supporting the dissemination of knowledge and the public good. Navigating related copyright issues, however, can weigh heavily on the feasibility of large-scale digitization projects. Fair dealing and LAM and educational institution exceptions in the Copyright Act may or may not apply to making entire works publicly available online. Can a risk management approach make it possible for an institution to digitize and disseminate some material for which permission cannot be secured? What departments at the institution need to be involved in the development, approval, and implementation of this approach? What would such a process look like? What factors should it take into account? Archivists and librarians at Simon Fraser University and the University of Alberta have begun to address these questions through the development of a risk management approach to copyright assessment. This session will describe and compare the resulting protocols and processes at these two institutions. The impetus for their approach and its implementation will be discussed. Speakers will provide examples and share related procedures and forms used to conduct risk assessments. Strategies for responding to potential complaints and take-down requests will also be addressed.  Learning objectives:·         Participants will learn about risk management as an approach to copyright assessment for digitization projects.·         Participants will be provided with related forms and procedural documents.·         Participants will be provided with examples that can be used to develop a risk management framework at their own institutions.



Large Scale Digitization Projects

https://archive.org/details/ttscribeflyer
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Introduction / background to risk management (AW)  15 min
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Risk Management: Quantifying Tolerance
Likelihood
Rare: not in 10 years

Unlikely: not at Cdn uni in 
10, other uni in 5 yrs

Moderate: once in 10 yrs 
Cdn uni, 5 yrs other uni

Likely: once in 10 yrs at 
org, 5 yrs other Cdn uni, 2 
yrs other uni

Almost Certain: once in 5 
yrs at org, 2 yrs other Cdn 
uni, 1 yr other uni

Consequence
Reputation (negative media 
attention): intensity, duration; 
brief to >2 wks

Infrastructure (financial 
losses): negligible <$250K to 
high >$5M

Education/Research (cannot 
provide): time and number of 
people affected

Human Resources (ability to 
recruit): comparative

Safety/Security: health 
effects, injuries, fatalities

Risk treatment is required for all risks above Level 1. 
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Canadian Case Law: Digitization Projects



US Case Law: Digitization Projects



Results of an informal environmental scan 
of Canadian Association of Research 
Libraries (CARL) members with 
digitization ‘programs’ in  November 
2015.

“Does the University of xxx have a formal 
copyright risk assessment procedure for 
digitization projects? If so, does it include 
a risk matrix (e.g., with risk tolerance 
scenarios determined by factors like type 
of material and access level, etc.)?” 

Risk Assessment Procedures Information offered by 
respondents (not requested). 
Actual values likely higher.

How are CARL libraries assessing copyright digitization risk?



2014-2015 Copyright Office consulted by SFU Archives re: “Virtual Reading Room” 
(atom.archives.sfu.ca);
Peter Hirtle presented “Understanding Rights and Responsibilities” at 
Digital Directions conference (NEDCC 2014)

Spring 2015 Copyright Office began developing risk management approach for use 
in Library

SFU: Timeline
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2014: SFU Archives’ goal: recreate the physical reading room in a virtual reading room – no copyright issues when researchers look at original docs in person, but issues arise when posting online.Fair dealing (s 29) will not usually apply to making whole works publicly available online, nor LAM (s 30.1-30.2), nor other provisions in Act.Note that Archives and Library both already use LAM exceptions to digitize for preservation purposes – risk management approach intended for material being publicly posted online.2014: Don attended NEDCC Digital Directions conference; Peter Hirtle spoke re: risk management in digitization projects.Started to think about how risk management approach could work in Library.

http://atom.archives.sfu.ca/


SFU Digitized Collections
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Material digitized by SFU Library includes variety of collections, with multiple rightsholders.Include correspondence, books, oral history interviews, historical newspapers, artworks, photographs, etc.



SFU Digitized Collections
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Presentation Notes
SFU Special Collections known for collections relating to activism and social movements – material created and collected anonymously or by amorphous collectives/groups that don’t last beyond movement.Identifying and tracing © owners imposes substantial time and resource burden and therefore substantial cost on projects.Unbalances the balance intended between rightsholders/creators and usersRisk management approach helps to restore the balance by focusing efforts on highest-risk materials while also making highest possible number of works available to users.Support for risk management approach by cultural institutions found from Association of Research Libraries, OCLC, Cornell University, Wellcome Trust, Ronan Deazley, Peter Hirtle.



SFU: The Approach

Aligns with SFU Risk Management Policy’s guiding principles: transparency, congruency, 
integration, engagement, leveraging institutional strength.

Works are deemed low-risk or high-risk by the Copyright Office, based on a series of 
factors.

• Low-risk: disseminate
• High-risk: seek permission before disseminating

Acknowledgement that dissemination of low-risk works without authorization may be 
infringing.

Takedown protocol enables copyright holders to easily contact the Library with concerns.
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SFU developed Risk Management Policy (GP 42): “SFU seeks to develop a culture that is risk-aware without being risk-averse” (Simon Fraser University. (2015). Risk Management (Policy GP 42). http://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/policies/files/general_policies/GP42.pdf ) – this was also our intention.Developing procedures and documentation, taking similar approach to other depts. within SFU and across wider higher ed, library, archives communities, all helps align with SFU’s policies and goals and also contributes to best practices in this area.Our process: assesses overall risk level associated with reproducing copyright protected works.Done by the Copyright Office, on a project-by-project basis.Factors include, as relevant: identity of rights holder, type of material, relationship of rights holder to SFU, rights holder’s history of © defence, moral rights of creator, applicable exceptions in Act (e.g. fair dealing), importance of the work to the project as a whole.Works deemed low-risk or high-risk; low-risk works will be digitized and disseminated without permission; high-risk will only be disseminated with permission.Any digitization and dissemination resulting from this process is done with the knowledge that the use may be an infringement, but also with the knowledge that the rights holder is unlikely, for one reason or another as we determine through the analysis, to enforce their interests under copyright.Takedown procedure will be put in place so rights holders have avenue of contact.



SFU: Timeline 

2014-2015 Copyright Office consulted by SFU Archives re: “Virtual Reading Room” 
(atom.archives.sfu.ca);
Peter Hirtle presented “Understanding Rights and Responsibilities” at 
Digital Directions conference (NEDCC 2014)

Spring 2015 Copyright Office began developing risk management approach for use 
in Library

Fall 2015 University-wide Risk Management Policy (GP 42) approved; 
Risk management approach approved by SFU legal counsel;
Library stakeholder consultations

Winter 2016 Library approved Risk Management Copyright Policy Framework for 
SFU Library Digitization Projects and related documents
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Presentation Notes
Started developing Library’s framework last spring.Consulted SFU’s Legal Counsel in fall, approved with no questions or concerns.Consulted relevant areas of the Library in fall.Early this year, approved by Dean of Library Services and Library Council.

http://atom.archives.sfu.ca/


SFU: Stakeholder Concerns

Liability to the Library
What are the limits to the Library’s 
responsibility or ownership of projects?

How will this approach work when 
researchers external to the Library submit 
material?

Complaint response and takedown
What will the process look like?

What are the technological implications?

What will the administrative burden be?

Concerns, process, and stakeholders’ input will be revisited as we proceed.
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Consulted the Associate University Librarian (AUL) for Collections and Scholarly Communication, AUL for Library Technology Services and Special Collections, Head of Special Collections, Head of Systems, and Digital Scholarship Librarian.Two main concerns: what kind of liability will the library be assuming? And how will complaints be handled?Liability issue raised not because our colleagues didn’t realize the risk involved but because Library also digitizes collections supplied by external researchers, so we have less control over content. Digital Scholarship Librarian will make sure researchers are aware of copyright issues when selecting and submitting material, and Copyright Office is always available for consultation.Complaints and takedown requests will be handled by Copyright Office. Systems division will determine how best/easiest to remove material upon complaint, considering options for re-posting if permission is given – our intention is to make the complaint response process educational, hoping that upon understanding Library’s goals and purposes, rights holders will consent.Few to no copyright complaints have ever been received for existing digitized collections. Privacy complaints on largest digitized collection, historical newspapers through Multicultural Canada, amounted to about 1 and a quarter per year. This combined with anecdotal evidence and evidence in the literature (See e.g. Dickson (2010)) leads us to believe we are unlikely to be inundated with takedown requests.We will revisit concerns and consult with stakeholders on an ongoing basis as we proceed.



SFU: Documentation
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Four documents will guide this process:Framework – outlines background, rationale, need for risk management approach, makes connections to wider environment within and outside SFU.Assessment document – fillable form with flowchart-like series of questions to walk through assessment process.Fair Dealing Assessment form – fair dealing won’t often apply but could be possible (use when needed).Takedown Protocol – outlines who might make a request and what our response will be.We are happy to share these docs, get in touch at copy@sfu.ca.



Mai ’68 Collection
http://digital.lib.sfu.ca/mai68-collection
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Presentation Notes
The two examples I’d like to walk you through both come from the SFU Library Special Collections and were digitized under the auspices of the Library’s Scholarly Digitization Fund, a fund which allows faculty to request to have their analogue research output digitized or to “sponsor” the digitization of particular collections in Special collections that they see as important to their research or to their teaching. One is a collection of student protest posters from France, and the other is a collection of Arabic language books from Egypt, some of which are still protected by copyright.  Both of these digitization projects took place using a risk management approach, but our formal risk management policy was not yet in place. However, once the policy was in place we went back and filled out the appropriate documentation to record the decision making process that supports the decision to digitize them.  The French posters are from the Esther and Robin Mathews mai 1968 Paris Poster Collection, a collection of 115 handbills and 75 posters from the May 1968 student protests in France. The works were created by the Atelier Populaire. The posters were designed by members of L’Atelier Populaire who would meet to discuss the day’s events and coordinate a message for the following day via posters, making them a sort of wall newspaper. A history professor thought this would be a valuable collection to digitize and make available in order to assist with his teaching as well as making the posters more available around the world. 



Mai ’68 Collection
http://digital.lib.sfu.ca/mai68-collection
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The Copyright Risk Analysis for these posters was done at the collection level, rather than looking at each poster separately. We analyzed them at the collection level since all the posters are similar and were created by members of the Atelier Populaire, a group with fluid membership. And as well, the creators of each poster are unknown. A note on the Analysis forms themselves. Copies of each form are filed and kept in both paper and electronic formats, and there is also a guide that accompanies the analysis that explains each question and gives an indication of what Yes / No means. This guide is there so that if there is no one in the Copyright Office, then the analyses can still be well understood by others and the thought process be understood.See Analysis form on this slide for the actual analysis.



Cleveland Arabic Collection
http://digital.lib.sfu.ca/cleveland-collection
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The second collection is a selection of Arabic language books from Egypt, which include books by four Egyptian authors whose works are still under copyright –Tawfiq al-Hakim (d. 1987), Mohamed Taymour (d. 1973), Taha Hussein (d. 1973) and Abu al-Husari (d. 1968). These books are part of the William and Gretchen Cleveland Arabic Collection. This digitization was encouraged by the director of the Centre for the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures at SFU. In this instance, each separate copyright protected book that was digitized was given a separate Copyright Risk Analysis for the reason that each book is a separate, unique work requiring its own assessment. These books were digitized in June 2015 after we’d started working on a Risk Assessment Approach, but before the policy was officially implemented. 



Cleveland Arabic Collection
http://digital.lib.sfu.ca/cleveland-collection
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See analysis on this slide for the analysis. Also, other factors that influenced the decision was information obtained from the Head of the Islamic Studies Library at McGill University in June 2015 regarding copyright in Egypt and the availability of other copies of this and similar texts in a digital environment, as well as discussing the copyright risk levels in Egypt with colleagues who are from Egypt and who have regular contact/interaction with contemporary Egyptian society. 



Rodeo Collection
http://digital.lib.sfu.ca/sfu-rodeo-collection
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An example of digitization of material that does not belong to the Library. These were materials that were collected by a researcher for her research into aboriginal participation in western Canadian rodeos during the first half of the twentieth century.



Risk of Litigation 

Large-Scale Digitization of Copyrighted Materials Potential treatments to reduce Level 2 
risks to Level 1 (reliance on section 29 
or 30.1): 

● TPMs to restrict access to 
authorized users, limit number 
of concurrent users, limit uses 
to viewing and/or partial 
downloading (could be 
graduated if needed).

● Click-through agreements 
explaining acceptable uses.

● Takedown notices / 
communication plan for queries 
from rights holders. LEVEL 1 RISK : A low risk that requires no additional risk treatment. 

LEVEL 2 RISK : The University will accept a risk at level two as long as it is 
reduced to a lower level of risk in the long term using low resource options.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Tolerance results and wrap up: 10 minProvide scenario, assess litigation risk.Link back to university goals and mission. 



Risk of Loss of Materials 

RISK: EDUCATION / RESEARCH, 
REPUTATION CONSEQUENCES

● Not all print works in the 
library collection are 
commercially available. 
When these works are lost 
or removed timely access is 
denied to the university 
community.

RISK TREATMENT:
● Create a backup copy. 

WITHOUT Large-Scale Digitization of Copyrighted Materials

LEVEL 3 RISK : Uni will accept as long as it is reduced to a lower level of risk 
in the midterm through reasonable and practicable risk treatments.

LEVEL 4 RISK : Uni will not accept unless fully reviewed and approved by the 
President’s Executive Committee - Operational.
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LIKELIHOOD: Almost Certain



Risk of Major Event / Sustained Losses

LEVEL 2 RISK : The University will accept a risk at level two as long as it is 
reduced to a lower level of risk in the long term using low resource options.

LEVEL 3 RISK : Uni will accept as long as it is reduced to a lower level of risk in 
the midterm through reasonable and practicable risk treatments.

RISK: EDUCATION / RESEARCH, 
REPUTATION, HUMAN RESOURCES

● Loss of print resources due to 
major event (flood, fire, etc.) 
would impact services.

● Lag time / inability to restore 
access would damage 
competitiveness to attract and 
retain staff. 

RISK TREATMENT:
● Create a backup copy. 

WITHOUT Large-Scale Digitization of Copyrighted Materials

Presenter
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LIKELIHOOD: Moderate



Where do we go from here?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
wrap-upReputational risk; where we’re at, how we’ve made progress in the pastConnecting purpose of orgs and copyrightExamples of other leadership areas: OA policies, publishinghttps://pixabay.com/en/mountaineering-alps-ice-1255395/CC0



Jennifer Zerkee
jstevens@sfu.ca

Questions?

Don Taylor
dstaylor@sfu.ca

Amanda Wakaruk
amanda.wakaruk@ualberta.ca
@awakaruk
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All photographs related to climbing are CC0 and available via PixaBay: 
https://pixabay.com/en/ice-climbing-ice-climb-1247606/
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